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Dressed Up
for History
Meet the women behind the bonnets and skirts at Prickett’s
Fort and Blennerhassett Island Historical State Parks.
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udy Wilson’s love for history started
when she was a child. Other girls
would make believe their dolls
were princesses or movie stars. But
not Wilson. “My dolls and I were
pioneers,” she says. “And I never got
over it.”
As a living history interpreter at
Prickett’s Fort State Park in Fairmont, Wilson gets to
share her lifelong love with park visitors. You can find
her from April through October at the park, dressed as
a woman of the Virginia frontier in the late 18th century
and doing the same tasks that women might have
done. “Most people spent most of their time providing
themselves with food and clothing and shelter, and that
is what we do in our living history program,” Wilson
says. “We’re blacksmithing. We’re weaving baskets. I’m
weaving a blanket on the big loom, or cooking on the
hearth, or doing laundry.”

Holding Down the Fort

Judy Wilson
demonstrates
hand carding
wool at Prickett’s
Fort State Park.
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Prickett’s Fort is a re-creation of the community militia fort
built in 1774, under the command of Captain Jacob Prickett.
The fort was one of at least 112 civilian forts in the 1770s
through 1790s that settlers along the Virginia frontier used to
protect themselves from Native Americans. The natives had
grown disturbed by the number of houses that were popping
up in their hunting grounds and began to launch attacks.
Wilson says people would pile into the nearest fort when the
Indians were within a close enough range to be a threat.
She and her colleagues do all the research
themselves about the people and the time period they’re
interpreting. “When someone finds something new,
they rush into work the next day and tell everybody
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‘Guess what I found out last night,’” she says. “That
way, we all have a broad scope on being able to answer
questions from our visitors.”
Wilson mostly does spinning, weaving, and sewing
when she’s working at the fort. She also works with
herbs that the women used for medicine or as flavoring
in food. But besides acting out 18th century life, Wilson
is also there to answer any questions park visitors may
have. Her favorite question—and it usually comes from a
child—is whether she really lives at the fort. “That child
believes what you’re doing is for real. And it is,” Wilson
said. “We don’t stop doing it, and do it over again when
someone else comes in.”
When that question comes up, Wilson will gently tell
the child that, when the fort is open, she does live there.
But when it closes, she gets in her Jeep and goes home to
electricity and running water. “I do live a modern life away
from here, but when I’m here, I’m living the same way folks
here in this neighborhood did 200 years ago,’” she says.
“They usually accept that with a smile.”
An 18th century woman’s wardrobe began with a white
linen shift that looks like a nightgown. “The reason we
wear linen is not just because it’s cooler, but because that’s
what folks on the Virginia frontier were wearing,” she says.
“Cotton’s a little harder to come by. It doesn’t grow in our
part of the world.”
On top of that shift went a petticoat, which is like a skirt.
Then there’s the outer petticoat, a support garment such as
a jump or a stay, and a short gown that’s similar to a jacket.
The women also wore kerchiefs over their hair—both for
religious reasons and to keep it clean. Most folks during the
time period went barefoot most of the time, although they
might sometimes wear moccasins. Hard-soled shoes would
only be worn during special occasions like church.
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Playing House with
the Blennerhassetts

Prickett’s Fort isn’t the only West Virginia state park where
visitors can step back in time. To hear the intriguing, tragic
story of Harman and Margaret Blennerhassett, visit the island
near Parkersburg where the couple moved in the late 1700s.
K.T. Stephens and Joyce Zipfel have been volunteering at the
island for 16 and 17 years, respectively. Zipfel, a retired teacher,
is a docent who dresses in period clothing and helps guide tours
of the replica mansion at Blennerhassett Island Historical State
Park. “The more I find out about history, the more I like it,”
Zipfel says. “So that’s why I got into it. My neighbor kind of
forced me into it. She kept saying, ‘You will love this, you will
love this.’ And I’m really glad that I did join.”
Stephens, a retired accountant who used to be a docent but now
helps with costumes at the mansion, had long said she wanted to
volunteer at the island when she retired. “It’s a lot of fun to be able
to share the history and the romance of the island,” she says. “The
island has a wonderful story of romance and intrigue. It’s a really
interesting story and it’s very rewarding to be able to share it.”
The Blennerhassetts came to the island in the late 1700s,
fleeing England to escape scandal over their marriage—
Harman was Margaret’s maternal uncle—as well as persecution
over Harman’s political activities. He was a financial backer and
secretary for the Society of United Irishmen, a group seeking to
free Ireland from British rule.
But the island’s story got even more intriguing with the
arrival of Aaron Burr, who convinced Blennerhassett to
help stockpile supplies and train an army on the island for a
military expedition in the American Southwest. Word of the
plot eventually reached Thomas Jefferson, who had Burr and
Blennerhassett charged with treason. Ultimately, Burr was
acquitted and both men were released.
The mansion that visitors see today is a replica of the family’s
original home, which burned in 1811 after the Blennerhassetts fled
to Mississippi. Most of the docents at the park are dressed exactly as
servants at the mansion would have dressed in the Blennerhassetts’
day. At this park, the docents don’t do their own research. They rely
on An Island Called Eden, a book by West Virginia historian Ray
Swick. Each of the docents is required to learn the script for the
park’s five docent stations.
The ladies’ costume includes a simple drawstring skirt, a jacketlike garment called a “short gown” or “round gown,” and a cap
and apron. They wear flat black shoes and dark stockings. They
often carry baskets where they can keep their personal belongings
hidden under a napkin or a linen cloth.
The costume can be uncomfortably hot in the summer, so
the park makes sure each docent gets a turn at stations within
the mansion, which is air conditioned. The women might also
wear a “day dress”—a common outfit for a visitor to the island
or even for Margaret Blennerhassett—which allows them to
forgo their cap and wear lighter stockings.
Zipfel and Stephens say volunteers either love or hate the
costumes. “Most everybody just catches the fever,” Zipfel says.
“They just love being there and doing it and visiting with all the
guests that come.”
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K.T. Stephens, top, and Joyce Zipfel, bottom, have been volunteering
as docents at Blennerhassett Island Historical State Park the island
for 16 and 17 years, respectively.
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Understanding History,
Understanding Ourselves

Both Stephens and Zipfel are history lovers, which is one
of the reasons they like volunteering at the island. “I’m
just really curious about things that happened in the past,”
Zipfel says. “And especially the day-to-day things: How
did people cook, what did they wear, what did the children
do at that time? What was their day-to-day life like?”
Zipfel also enjoys relating that history to visitors. She
says the school children who often visit the park are not
fazed by the thought of living without electricity or running
water, until they realize they also would lose a lot of modern
technology and gadgets. “You say ‘no cell phones, no apps,
no Xbox,’ and then they’re like ‘Oh, oh,”’she says.
Wilson, at Prickett’s Fort, loves history because it helps
you learn who you are as a person. It helps you learn about
others as well. Wilson says if you can understand another
person’s history, you can learn to be a little more flexible in
your attitudes towards them.
But understanding the past and living there are two
very different things. Visitors sometimes ask Wilson if
she would like to live in the era she portrays. It’s an easy
question for Wilson to answer: No.
“Would you want to go back to when there was no
dentistry to speak of other than yanking out a tooth?”
she says. “No antibiotics and so on? No thank you. I do
not want to go back.”
Blennerhassett Island Historical State Park welcomes
individuals seeking volunteer opportunities on the
island or the museum. To learn more about becoming a
volunteer, call 304.420.4800. w
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